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Dynamic 3D Foot Morphology Scanning
Foot Scanning using Time-of-Flight

Registration Task

• 3 synchronized ToF-cameras

• Raw data is not aligned correctly

• ca. 40 frames per second

• World coordinate system needed

• Measurement of complete surface of foot

• Each camera is virtually moved

• Capable of measuring feet accurately [1]

• Rigid transformation parameters:

• System is portable

• 3x translation (X-, Y-, Z-Axis)

• Fast & easy calibration needed

• 3x rotation (X-, Y-, Z-Axis)
Data before registration

Method
1. Acquisition of calibration phantom with
cameras

angular constraints (

is normal of

2. Seedpoint-based extraction of planes
•
3. Known relations for plane pairs
• angles

translational constraints (

,
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and translations

4. Minimization of objective function [2]

camera a

camera b

camera c

Objective function:

• set of rigid transforms
•

as fixed reference:

has 12 entries

Calibration phantom acquisitions from all three cameras.

Results
angular error:
translational error:

Conclusion

Outlook

• Fast and easy to use registration procedure is proposed

• Seedpoint-based plane extraction requires user interaction

• Time-of-Flight data requires special treatment

• Procedure can be automated by

• Registration is possible with accuracies of

• Reducing the number of planes per image to  & autodetection
• Increasing the number of acquisitions to  

• 0.8°mean angular error
• 0.2mm mean translational error
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• Complete procedure will be almost automatic
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